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ManSim Inc. Products
Overview of Products

The following is an examination of the ManSim Inc. product line, which identifies the users of each product and how the products
relate to each other. ManSim Inc. has six products in the marketplace.

• ManSim/X and TestSim/X
• MS/X OnTime and TS/X OnTime
• MS/X Planner and TS/X Planner

Each of these is designed for use in planning and optimizing facility operations, but each is targeted toward a different set of users.
Most users would use one or two of the products, with only a few using three or more. While there is a great deal of common data and
functional capability shared among the products, each is aimed at a particular purpose, and has the full set of features needed by that
user function. This report documents both the commonality and differences among the products, and explains how they provide
capabilities for improving manufacturing effectiveness.

The table below shows that the ManSim products (Column 1) are focused on processing on the factory floor and product fabrication.
The TestSim products (Column 2) are focused on assembly and testing the completed products.

History of ManSim Products

These six products were developed initially for the complexities of the semiconductor industry. The capability to support other
complex or simpler manufacturing operations, supply chain flows, and paperwork processes has been demonstrated as well. The
products develop a user-built factory model to simulate manufacturing operations in a variety of planning scenarios. All ManSim Inc.
products use a table-driven approach for model definition and logic, as opposed to a code-driven approach, providing all users with the
same modeling structures and rules. This provides the opportunity for common usage among a firm’s production sites as well as a
common base for understanding product capabilities for all users and developers of the ManSim products. The ease of use (no
programming required) for making changes to tables to modify models of user facilities that simulate solutions or proposed
improvements is aimed at serving those responsible for daily operations and timely management decisions. The table-driven approach
also provides very fast simulations, providing the opportunity to ask more questions when solving daily problems or improving
performance.

Over a period of more than 10 years, manufacturing personnel from the major semiconductor manufacturers used their time and
expertise to request and receive enhancements as needed. Annual user conferences, worldwide in scope, provided a focal point for
requesting additional enhancements and announcing new improvements. In summary, ManSim Products provide users the benefits of
many years of user and developer experience and easily understood models that can be modified by operational personnel for rapid
responses to questions.

Facility Process

Product Fabrication Product Assembly
And Test

ManSim/X TestSim/X

MS/X OnTime TS/X OnTime

MS/X Planner TS/X Planner

Table 1: ManSim and TestSim Product Usage
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Product Descriptions and Usage

Let’s start with a thumbnail description of each of the products.

1) ManSim/X and TestSim/X

ManSim/X was the first product created by ManSim Inc.; it set in place the foundation for all 6 products. Customers using OnTime
and Planner use the same simulation engine. Since the results of any of the tools are only as accurate as the underlying model, each
model must be validated against the manufacturing or test/assembly factory it is attempting to simulate. ManSim/X and TestSim/X are
well suited to do this validation. Additionally, the major value of any simulation is to reduce or replace experimentation needed to
improve operations. ManSim/X and TestSim/X are unparalleled at providing the means to explore the impact of new operating rules,
changed equipment sets, changed processing times, improved setup times, improved equipment uptime and utilization, as well as
varying manpower availability and skills.

While the models used should accurately reflect the factory, operation of these products is somewhat removed from the actual activity
of factory operation and planning. This is the tool of the industrial engineer in sizing of the factory and operational management in
exploring proposed changes in philosophy and practice. The factory models for these purposes usually are detailed and complex.

2) MS/X and TS/X OnTime

These products provide the user with the additional capabilities to generate short term plans and schedules with calendar dates. One of
the most used functions is dispatch lists. These reports are most often printed out, but in some cases are generated at the request of and
displayed via the MES system. A validated model, developed using ManSim/X or TestSim/X, is required for accurate projections.
Inventory location and equipment status are very important, and usually need to be updated from an MES system before beginning a
series of runs. Due to the relatively short time periods expected for OnTime runs, stochastic events such as equipment failures are
eliminated from the simulation to avoid erratic predictions. This model may be more or less detailed than one designed for factory
study and analysis (ManSim/X or TestSim/X), and should more closely parallel the steps in the MES system.

Shift supervisors, lead operators, and operators use these products to make the most effective product moves during the shift. Runs are
for short durations, and outputs are to be replaced often, at least once a day, or whenever an unplanned event, such as equipment
failure, occurs in the actual factory. Operators use these products to make the most effective product moves during the shift. Plans can
be generated for lots, equipment, and operators. Model runs are for short spans of time, a few days.

2a) Dispatching with MS/X and TS/X OnTime

Dispatching is defined as a set of planned actions for a given time period. It is especially important to have extremely up-to-date
information from which to derive the dispatch list. A dispatch list could be for a lot, a Work Station, or an operator. It suggests what
to do NOW and what is planned for the future.

A short interval schedule presents a time-based list (or diagram) of what should be done for the lot/machine/operator, based on a set of
“best choices” at each time point. These “best choices” are determined by selected factory rules and options. A machine schedule
might look like:

 10:00-10:30 Process lot 4455

 10:30-11:10 Process lot 4566
 11:10-12:00 Perform PM #55

 12:00-12:20 Wait

 12:20-13:10 Process hot lot 6610

At 10:00, the dispatch list for the machine would start with lot 4455. At 10:30, the dispatch list would start with lot 4566 and so forth.
A single item dispatch list would be the first item in a short interval schedule if run at the appropriate time, assuming the schedule has
not been disrupted.
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3) MS/X and TS/X Planner Products

These products provide the user with a longer-term planning horizon measured in weeks or months. Again, a validated model is
required for the products to be of effective use. As the runs are again long enough for statistical variations, stochastic events such as
equipment failures are included in the simulations.

Planner is used to generate the production plan for a factory for the upcoming days, weeks and months. Strategic Planning covering
horizons of 1-2 years would determine the long-term requirements for equipment and labor. Production Planning allows backwards
scheduling of demands to determine factory starts, taking into account current WIP, inventory and the expected manufacturing
environment. Users would include the factory production control (PC) group, and perhaps the production manager. Using the product
line demand for the factory, a starts/outs list is generated for the factory, even to the lot level. Accurate inventory figures are also
important, but planning is more of a weekly or monthly cycle, so WIP status is updated daily or weekly. Use of this product can help
start lots with the maximum assurance that the due dates will be met, especially when used with MS/X or TS/X OnTime. The use of
Forecasts and Available-to-Promise capabilities are also available in these 2 products.

3a) MS/X and TS/X Planner for Supply Chain applications

These two products can also support a production plan for a supply chain operation. They are positioned to provide an enterprise-wide
rollup that operates across factories. An entire product line with many sources for components and processing can be described and
modeled in an overall manner. The goal is to reduce cycle time, maintain customer satisfaction, and minimize costs. Management and
understanding of a supply chain operation requires an accurate cycle time by product, best provided by ManSim simulations of
production plans. These two products include the ability to define a Bill of Material hierarchy or explosion which is a key component
for any supply chain operation.

4) Implementation Approaches

The approach for implementation with these 6 products can be bottoms-up by initially using ManSim/X and TestSim/X, and then
progressing to production dispatching and/or planning and/or supply chain management. It can be tops-down by first defining supply
chain elements with MS/X and TS/X Planner with historical data and then improving the capability of the supply chain with
simulation that depicts actual status and possible outcomes.

Patterns of Use and Users

There are other ways to look at the products, either in tables or graphically. For example, we can look at user community versus the
ManSim products being used. Prime use is one where the product is normally used to perform the job, whereas secondary use suggests
that the product might be used also.

Product►
▼User Community▼

ManSim/X
TestSim/X

MS/X-TS/X
OnTime

MS/X-TS/X
Planner

Planner
Supply Chain

Industrial/Tool Engineer Prime Secondary Secondary

Shop Floor Prime

Production Management Secondary Prime Secondary

Factory Production Planner Prime Secondary

Product Line Planner Secondary Prime

Corporate Tool Planner Secondary Prime

Table 2. Usage of ManSim Products
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Factory Simulation Capability

ManSim Products are based on a discrete-event simulator. It simulates physical objects that have finite states and transitions between
them. They are called discrete-events because they spend much more time in a given state than in the transition time.

Simulation models more accurately predict the behavior of real world manufacturing systems than calculations based on static data
derived from history. Subjecting these static data inputs to the effects of stochastic variability improves knowledge of the viable
ranges of facility performance. Event simulation (simulation of the time domain) expands this knowledge further by creating and
estimating the queues and delays that are generated by part flow variability and processing time variability for different products and
their lot sizes, as well as the impact of resources (the capability and availability of personnel and machines).

Event simulation accurately reveals the impact and dynamics of concurrent constraints that can only be approximated with static data
and history.

The result is a much better understanding of the key factors in any given facility (or process) that impact the capability to meet goals
(capacity) in a timely fashion (cycle time). The impact of adjustments to resources and policies can be quickly understood and
experimented with using the discrete-even simulation capabilities of ManSim’s product set. A typical run of a complex factory or
Supply Chain involves only minutes, sometimes seconds. Thus, many questions that managers and operating personnel have may be
asked and answered in a short time when solving problems and generating new operational approaches.

For further discussion, see Appendix D, “Why Modeling?”

Overview of ManSim Product Usage of Simulation to Model a Process or Factory

The benefits of simulation are provided by generating a feasible capacity model, facilitating bottleneck analysis, improving equipment
utilization, generating meaningful dispatch lists, and determining accurate product start and completion times based on order due
dates. In addition, simulation tools allow the cost of resources, capacity expansion alternatives, and the current facility operations to be
quantified in great detail. The software does this by modeling the following resources:

 Equipment
 Personnel who operate and maintain the equipment
 Processes required to assemble and test each product
 Products and their subcomponents
 Operating rules controlling the interactions between these elements
 Planned factory Operation (shifts, days)

Products that are started in the facility, move into queues waiting for available resources and are then routed to product-dependent
equipment by dispatch algorithms, load rules, and setup rules. ManSim Products operate by maintaining a current list of scheduled
events. These include:

 Processing completions
 Equipment failures, repairs, preventive maintenance activities
 Product starts
 Factory operation times
 Personnel availability

As events occur the modeled facility undergoes state changes. Statistics are collected and new events scheduled. The frequency of these
events is controlled by variables defined in the model, such as

 Product start rates and flow through process steps
 Equipment failures rates
 Processing step capabilities and specifications

A spreadsheet-like interface allows the factory floor and work flow to be defined in a manner appropriate to each factory.
Tables are completed describing the facility’s products, structure, and flows along with their associated operating rules.
Programming is not required to build a model. The table-driven approach for describing a model’s elements and logic allows the
process of creating and maintaining a factory floor model to be easily understood and maintained by the users and creators of the
models. This facilitates a user’s capability to make model variations that analyze capacity requirements and create manufacturing
process improvements.
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All ManSim Products can be used to assess the impact of factory design and operating policies on product throughput, cycle times, and
work-in-process (WIP). Key facility performance factors which can be studied include:

 Dispatch rules, lot start polices, and shift schedules
 Equipment setup and loading
 Lot size, PM, product mix, rework, and yield rates
 Number of facility personnel required, as well as their skills
 Quantity and capacity of processing equipment required and their reliability
 Equipment reliability and repair time changes
 Equipment shortages and utilization
 Operator and maintenance personnel scheduling

Unique capabilities found in MS/X and TS/X Planner products include:
 Optimize on-time delivery by automatically adjusting start date.
 Determine demand management using multiple demand types with differing priorities.
 Maintain inventory levels including WIP, safety stock, reservations, and finished goods.
 Determine required lot start schedules to ensure the right quantities.
 Ability to work with forecasting and strategic concerns
 Define what is “Available to Promise” during the order management process

Unique capabilities found in MS/X and TS/X OnTime products include:
 Generation (as often as required) of short term (1-3 days) detailed factory activity schedules.
 Ability to include initial factory state and planned changes to resources and policies when creating the short term schedule.
 Provide short term schedules for operator, operation or lots
 Quick regeneration of short term factory schedules in response to unplanned events or as needed

Benefits provided to the User of ManSim Products
ManSim Products can benefit all levels of personnel including high-level managers, planners, engineers, manufacturing personnel,
and operators on the factory floor. Having a model that simulates and closely resembles their production facility provides a unique
guide for understanding what has to be managed and how it can best be accomplished. This approach is a significant improvement
over using static values from history to predict outcomes. Successful solutions and meaningful improvements are the result.

Below are a few examples of the benefits that ManSim products provide:

Benefits for Facility Operations Management
- Understand the dynamics and limits of the production facility to set reasonable production goals.
- Move quickly to respond to unforeseen events in the facility by rescheduling short term production plans.
- Respond to unforeseen changes in product demands, cancellations, mix or volume.
- Effective utilization of Operation and Maintenance personnel

Benefits for Management and Planners
- Can change lot priorities to meet customer orders with short lead times.
- Easy reallocation of product lots for cancellations and unexpected changes.
- Rapid analysis of expected shipping performance over selected time periods.
- Forward visibility and control over the factors driving the monthly profit and loss performance.

Benefits for Continuous Improvement efforts for Lean Manufacturing goals
- Using facility simulation, areas to focus on for improvement can be examined and goals set.

(setup times, personnel skills, operational policies and rules, resources for capacity, etc.)
- Using different factory loading (volume, mixes, timing), the outcomes of different resource strategies, operational changes ,

and policies can be evaluated.

These benefits provide responsiveness to production issues, feasible production plans, and improved competitiveness.
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Defining Facility Operations (Components and Operating Policies)

ManSim products separate factory models into two complementary sets of data: Facility Components that describe the structure of the
Facility and Facility Operational Policies that define the rules for operating the facility.

Facility
Components

Facility Operational Policies (Partial list)

Areas Shifts, Quantity & Skills of Personnel, Work Breaks
Work Station What to Select from Queue (Dispatch Rules)
Equipment How to Load, Setup Rules, PM Strategy
Product Definitions Release plan, Lot Size, Due Date, WIP allowable
Process Definitions Alternate paths, rework paths, preferred equipment, sample size, lot splitting, buffer size
Production Periods Facility Operational Dates, Shutdown dates, Periods for reporting
Hardware Product support hardware (masks, probe cards, load boards, etc.)

It is strongly recommended that users begin with simple models and incorporate detail as needed over time. When defining
facility specifications and operation policies, fields left blank in the data tables for model description will default to appropriate
values allowing the user to select the level of simulation detail required. Arbitrarily incorporating more detail than necessary may
increase the effort required to initially develop and maintain a model.

Overview of Facility Components used when creating a Facility Model

Further description of the Facility Components can be found in Appendices A and B.

Area Definition Overview
At the highest level, a factory is modeled as a set of Work Areas. Areas contain Work Stations and defined quantities of personnel. The
personnel can be both operators and maintenance types. Personnel can be assigned specific skills associated with Work Stations. The
hours and days of operation (i.e. shifts) are part of an area’s definition.

Work Station Definition Overview
A Work Station is comprised of one or more units of equipment. The relationship between process equipment and process steps is
established by referencing the Work Station name at each process step. If a Work Station is defined within a Work Area, personnel within
that Work Area are available to operate equipment at that Work Station. Work Stations can be assigned to more than one step in a
process. Product queues are before Work Stations.

Equipment Definition Overview
Equipment capacity can be defined either by the parts per hour processed (serial equipment) or by the number of lots or parts that can be
processed at a time (batch equipment). The reliability of the equipment can be defined by mean time between failures (MTBF) and mean
time to repair (MTTR) or percent availability. Two types of setup are included; product change and process step specification change.
These two types of setup can occur concurrently.

Process Definition Overview
A process indicates the sequence of steps through which a lot must flow. For each step, the process specifies the Work Station to be used
for processing and optionally the process time, rework percentage, rework path, yield, scrap, operation code and/or description.
There is no limit to the number of steps that can be defined for a process or for the total number of processes within a model. Multiple
products can use the same process. This is often recommended to reduce the number of processes to model, validate, and maintain.
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Product Definition Overview
The ManSim product set allows an unlimited number of products to be defined in one model. The Product Definition specifies the
process used, the lot size in parts, priority, and an optional product start rate. Products can also be defined in a Bill of Material hierarchy
or explosion.

Production Periods
An unlimited number of Production Periods can be defined by entering the number of calendar days worked for each period. Holidays
and shutdowns can also be defined by period. Product Starts or Demands can then be entered by period and used by setting the
appropriate simulation options. Product outs and WIP levels will be reported by period.

Hardware
Hardware in ManSim Products can represent load boards, probe cards, burnin boards and other product or process specific
requirements such a jigs, fixtures and masks. Products can only be processed if the required equipment, operators, and hardware
are available.

Modeling Facility Operations – Overview of the Basic Flow

Once the Facility components have been defined, the simulation of the facility follows the basic flow discussed below.

Facility Operations are driven by policies such as lot release procedures, lot dispatching rules, and rules for equipment loading and setup.
The lot release procedures indicate when a lot of a given product is to be released into the factory. Upon release, the lot is placed in the
queue at the first Work Station and step of its process.

When Equipment within the Work Station with lots in queue becomes idle and an operator within the associated Work Area is
available, lot processing can take place. A Dispatching Rule calculates priorities for all lots in the queue and the lot with the highest
priority satisfying the load and setup rules will be selected. If operators are not defined for the work area, it is assumed there are
always enough operators for lot processing.

For equipment with a batch size greater than one lot, the Equipment Load Rule controls whether a partial load is allowed or full loads
are required. If multiple lots are simultaneously processed on a piece of equipment, normally they must all consist of the same
product. Options allow lots from multiple products to be processed concurrently on specified equipment or at specified steps. The
Setup Rule indicates how the current setup state for equipment will be checked for processing a new lot, and determines if a
changeover will occur.

The lot will be processed for the duration of the specified processing time, incremented by a setup time, if required, and an optional
random delay. Upon termination of processing, one of three cases occurs:

1) An entire lot will be scrapped or reprocessed depending on the scrap/rework probability and rework path.
2) The lot will be placed in the queue of the next Work Station.
3) If the lot is at the last process step, it will be removed from the system and indicated to be a “lot out”.

The equipment will then either be placed in the idle state ready for further processing or in the down state for repair or possibly
Preventive Maintenance (PM) depending upon its MTBF status or PM planning. Failures can also occur, if desired, during lot processing,
in which case, the entire lot is placed back in the queue or optionally allowed to finish.
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Modeling Facility Operations – Product Flow and Path Options

In addition to the basic flow and key model policies and values described above, there are many additional model values for defining
and developing operational policies. These concern product flow and path selection options. These policies can affect product starts,
product location, product movement, and product processing.

The ability for departments directly responsible for daily operations to easily modify the model values discussed above and below
with simple changes to tables, without the need to write or modify programs is a central feature of the ManSim product set. In
addition, model runs execute quickly so that many model value adjustments can be tried and evaluated to see the effects of a range of
policy changes on facility operations. This provides a powerful tool for operations management and personnel to respond to
problems and improve performance.

Product Flow Policy options for Product Flow and Path Selection (Partial List)
Starts Planned lot starts, constant rate, from customer demands
Location Initial work in process (WIP), maximum WIP allowed in front of a Work Station
Movement Factory workload regulation, Work Station workload regulation
Processing Alternate processing paths, preferred equipment, mandatory equipment, splits

Starts (Release Control) Policy Options
Constant rate – Fixed Weekly starts distributed evenly over time
Random Starts - Fixed Weekly starts distributed randomly (Poisson) over time
By Production period
From Demands by production period
Lotstarts File - Lot starts planned for the facility by date and time
By Day and Time - Product starts planned for the facility by date and time
From Customer Orders and Forecasts by production period
Order Mapper Generated starts

Allocation of lots to orders, demands and forecast
Regeneration of start dates and times to minimize lateness

Location Policy Options
Product Inventory

From File
Generated by Model Run
From ending values of Previous Model Run
From CIM System (this is really same as From File)
None

Maximum Wip - Total Factory WIP allowable
Part Buffer at Work Station - Manage maximum WIP at a Work Station
Inventory Buffer at a step - No further movement if zero demand
Inventory Bank at a step - Accumulate product below a certain priority
Kanban - Use KanBan cards to limit WIP within several steps
Lookahead (TestSim)

Products at a Work Station can have their flow controlled by the amount of WIP present at a downstream Work
Station.

Movement Policy Options
Factory Workload Regulation

Total starts are regulated by the amount of workload flowing to, queued in front of, and processing at all Work
Stations that have a value for “Maximum Workload”

Workload Regulation at Work Station (Lookbehind)
Total starts for a specific Work Station are controlled by the amount of workload flowing to, queued and being
processed at steps prior to the Work Station.
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Lookahead (ManSim Product Set)
Products at a preceding Work Station can have their flow controlled by the amount of Workload present at a
downstream Work Station.

Processing Policy Options

Alternate Processing
This allows the execution of a process to be controlled by parameters associated with each lot. Conditional branching may be
implemented to add flexibility to part flow. These parameters can be defined for product, equipment, or process steps. Lots can
be selected for special processing required for particular machines. The impact of potential process changes can be evaluated
and long term engineering experiments can be modeled.
For a detailed example of Alternate processing see Appendix C – Alternate Processing.

Specified Equipment - Product can only be processed by specific equipment
Preferred Equipment - Sequential List...use equipment listed at the top first, etc.
Backup Equipment - When all the other equipment is down or the queue in front of the Work Station exceeds defined size
Same Equipment – Force lot to use same equipment each time it visits specific Work Station
Splitting - Five types of splits are possible
Conditionals - The elapsed time spent by a lot between steps could force it back for reprocessing
Step Priority - Lots waiting to perform a high priority step will be selected ahead of lots waiting for a normal step
Work Station Priority - Higher priority gets quicker personnel support
Equipment subsets - Subsets are normally used to dedicate equipment to specific process steps
Fail when busy - Allows a lot to either finish before failure, or be rerun after repair of the equipment
Hold Hardware - A lot using hardware at a given step will hold the hardware until it reuses it at a later step
Hold Equipment - Lots using equipment at a given step will hold the equipment until it reuses it at a later step
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Stochastic Capabilities

The application of variation to key values used in a model will define the operational ranges of the modeled facility. The results of
the model runs with variation can then be used to evaluate facility structure and policy rule changes and proposals.

ManSim products offer the capability for stochastics for the following key modeling values:

 Process Time
 MTBF/MTTR
 MTBA/MTTA (Operator Assists)
 Parts Per Hour
 Process Delay
 Yield
 Rework (% Lots, %Parts/Lot)
 Scrap
 PM Duration
 Lot Size
 Setup Time By Type
 Setup Time By Spec
 Equipment Percent Up*
 Transport Times*
 Personnel Absence*
 Equipment Parameters by Product

O Parts Per Hour
O Setup
O MTBA/MTTA

 • Product*
O Revenue by Part
O Cost by Part
O % Hot Lots *Version 3/14 Only

Variation of values over different time periods to support the introduction of new products and learning curves can be input for the
following modeling values:

• Yield
• Rework
• Scrap
• Parts Per Hour
• Process Time
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Appendix A. Definition of Facility Operations – Basics/Additional Capabilities

1) Area Definition – Basics

At the highest level, ManSim Products model a facility as a set of Work Areas. Areas are physical locations with the facility where
personnel and Work Stations with equipment reside, available as resources for processing products.

a) Work Area name
A Work Area can be optionally defined. For reporting reasons and for the functionality listed below, it is recommended that Work
areas be defined.

b) Work Shifts
For each defined work area, the shifts (days and hours) that the Work Areas are operational must be defined. Optionally, the percent of
average absence for each shift can also be entered.

c) Operators by Shift
The number of operators can be optionally assigned to the above shifts. If Work Areas or personnel are not defined, ManSim Products
will assume unlimited personnel availability for the simulation; that is personnel will have no constraint on facility capacity.

d) Operator skills by Shift
Skills can be optionally assigned for any or all operators. An operator can have more than one skill. If a Work Station is listed as a
skill for any operator on a shift then that Work Station is considered to require skilled personnel for all shifts. If a Work Station name
does not appear on any area/shift skill list, then that Work Station is considered to be an unskilled Work Station and any available
personnel within the Area, regardless of their skill sets, may service the Work Station.
When defining “Operator Skills per shift”, a number can be assigned for each skilled person on a shift. Using shift number and this
number, a unique identifier for each operator can be obtained. This can help identify workload on individuals with certain skills. With
MS/X and TS/X OnTime, a name can be associated with this unique number to assist in the production of dispatch lists for specific
personnel.

e) Operator Skills Flexibility
There is no limit to the number of skills for different Work Stations or specs that can be entered for an operator. This means that
skilled personnel can work in different work areas as the Work Station does not need to be in the same area as the personnel. A person
with a skill in another area can be called upon to work in that area if no work exists for that person in his current area.

f) Maintenance Personnel
Equipment maintenance personnel are allocated to repair or perform preventive maintenance (PM) on equipment within their defined
Work Area. The unit of equipment will be placed in an unavailable or down state and a maintenance person will be assigned to it until
it has received preventive maintenance or been repaired. If no maintenance personnel are available, the equipment is placed in the
maintenance queue until an assignment can be made. While in the down state, the equipment cannot be used for processing. As with
operators, maintenance personnel can be assigned specific skills and skilled equipment must be maintained by correspondingly skilled
personnel.
The special area Maint can be defined to provide facility-wide (global) maintenance.

g) Operator Allocation
Operators can be allocated for either the entire processing time (setup, load, processing, unload) or just for Work Station load or unload
times, plus any required setup or delay times.

Area Definition – Additional Capabilities
(For explanations, See Appendix B. Definition of Facility Operations – Additional Details)

a) Personnel costs
b) Personnel Breaks
c) Operator skills by Shift using Spec Code
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2) Work Station Definition – Basics

a) Types of Work Stations

WORK STATION TYPES

MANSIM WORK STATIONS TESTSIM WORK STATIONS
GENERAL PURPOSE GENERAL PURPOSE

TESTER TESTER

BATCH

BATCH SEQUENTIAL BATCH SEQUENTIAL

SUBCONTRACTOR SUBCONTRACTOR

SERIAL

PART SEQUENTIAL

PROBER

CLUSTER

HANDLER/PROBER

BURNIN

b) Selection of Product for Processing
The logic for selecting which product lot is to be processed next can be decided by rules at the facility or Work Station level.

1) First, lots in a Work Station queue are ranked by priority
2) and then by a Lot Dispatch Rule (FIFO, Slack, etc...see table below).

Once the queue is ranked, lots are selected using the following logic sequence:
1) Maximum queue time – a lot in the queue has exceeded the allowable waiting time
2) Equipment Loading Rule and/or Equipment Setup Rule (see tables below)
3) Next highest priority lot (as defined by queue ranking)

Once selected for processing, a lot’s (or a batch’s) path through the Work Station is also governed by other rules and logic such as
preferred equipment, alternate paths and backup equipment (See Section 11, “Product Flow and Selection Logic”)

Lot Dispatch Rules
The Lot Dispatch Rules used in ManSim Products determine the ordering of lot processing.
First in first out
Shortest imminent processing
Shortest remaing processing
Fewest lots at the next queue
Random
Earliest Due Date
Critical Ratio
Slack
Time needed at next Work Station

Equipment Loading Rules
The Equipment Loading Rules control how equipment with a batch size greater than one lot is loaded and allowed to process.
These load rules can be set to restrict or allow multiple products to be batched together.

Full load required
Partial load allowed
Attempt full load
Multiple products: full load required
Multiple products: partial load allowed
Multiple products: attempt full load
Do not mix lots
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Equipment Setup Rules
The Equipment Setup Rules control how products are allowed to be loaded into a piece of equipment, depending on the current
setup for that equipment. Two setup states are monitored:

Product and Spec match required
Highest priority with matching setup
Match Setup – Change if Late
Highest priority regardless of setup
Product match required
Product match if possible
Spec match required
Spec match if possible
Fixed setup time

Type setup occurs whenever the product name or product type to be processed changes
Spec setup occurs when equipment must be setup to run with a different specification at a step

Specification code (“spec code”) is used to define a step’s particular processing characteristics. It determines whether a spec setup is
needed. In a process or even between processes, different processing steps that use the same equipment may have different processing
specifications. The spec code represents a specific processing specification that is in effect at a process step. A spec match means that
the spec code currently associated with equipment at a step is the same as the step’s spec code. An example of the need for a spec setup
follows:

- One piece of Ion Implant equipment at step 3 has been set up for Boron implanting (Spec code might be “boron”).
- The same equipment is used at step 9 for Phosphorus implanting (Spec code might be “Phos”).
- A lot ready to run at step 9 will require a Spec setup from “Boron” to “Phos”

Given the two types of possible setups (Type and Spec), if you need to minimize the number of setups, select a rule which requires a
product type and/or process step specification match. Otherwise, select a setup rule which only screens for the highest priority lot. The
available rules require a product lot to match either or both of these states in order to be processed on the equipment.

If modeled, setup time(s) will increment the total process time for the lot. In partial lot processing, only the first load will require the setup.
If modeling operators, operator allocation will be required for the setup time period in addition to the load time or process time. Operator
allocation to process time is optional.

c) Scope of Dispatch, Load and Setup Rules when selecting product lots
Dispatch rules can be defined globally (facility-wide) or for each individual Work Station. Setup and Load rules can be defined globally
(facility level) or for each individual Work Station or for specific equipment at Work Stations.

d) Max Queue Time
A Maximum Queue Time is associated with some Setup Rules. This value indicates how long a lot will remain in a queue before an
equipment setup change is forced to take place. If a lot has been in the queue longer than this time, and no currently available equipment
has matching setup values, a setup changeover is forced on the available equipment in order to the process the lot. Values can be set at
the Work Station level or globally (facility level).

e) Load and Unload Time
The time to load and or unload product can be defined. Values can be set at the Work Station level or the equipment level.

f) Equipment Percent up
The percentage of production time that equipment is available for processing product lots can be defined. This will generate an
MTBF/MTTR value (exponential) for the Work Station. Values can be set at the Work Station level or the equipment level.
If MTTR is known, MTBF = (Up% / 100) * (MTTR/(1. – (Up% / 100))), where MTTR is in minutes.
If MTTR is unknown, it is derived as follows: MTTR = (1 – (Up%/100)) *60, where MTTR is in minutes.

g) MTBF/MTTR
MTBF – Mean Time Between equipment Failures in hours. Values can be set at the Work Station or at the equipment level. Steady
state or stochastic values can be set.
MTTR - Mean Time To Repair equipment in hours. Values can be set at the Work Station or at the equipment level. Steady state or
stochastic values can be set.
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h) Preventive Maintenance (PM)
PM can be defined in many ways. It can be defined to be on certain dates, by certain intervals of time, by number of parts or loads
processed, by the amount of time equipment has been processing. The number of personnel required and the duration of the PM can be
specified. An option to allow the operator to do the PM is also available. Values can be set at the Work Station level or the equipment
level.

i) Shutdown Schedules
Shutdown schedules can be specified by start time and duration. Associated with each defined period of a shutdown schedule is a rule.
There are four rules. These rules determine the flexibility of the schedule. Values can be set at the Work Station level or the equipment
level.

j) Buffer
The maximum size of the queue for a Work Station can be set. If the number of lots in the queue reaches the buffer size, equipment
attempting to unload to that queue will be blocked and not allowed to be used (process) until the block can be released. A buffer size of
zero implies that a lot cannot be moved into a Work Station unless equipment is available to process it. If left blank, the queue for this
Work Station will have no maximum.

k) Load/Unload Tools
Tools for loading and unloading product for processing can be specified. The availability (Up%), MTBF, MTTR and parts per hour or
time for load/unload can be specified. Values can be set at the Work Station level or the equipment level.

l) Support Workstations
Storage and Transport Work Stations are available to support the logistical steps in a process.

.
Work Station Definition – Additional Capabilities
(For explanations, see Appendix B. Definition of Facility Operations – Additional Details)

a) Maintenance personnel needed for repair
b) Maximum Equipment per operator
c) Priority
d) Percent Wait Parts
e) MTWP - Mean Time to Wait for Parts
f) MTBA/MTTA

MTBA - Mean equipment time between assists
MTTA - Mean equipment assist time in minutes

g) Process Delay
h) Minimum Part Split
i) Maximum splits
j) Conditional Time
k) Wait for Load
l) Equipment Fail Rule
m) Equipment for Lot
n) Subset Codes
o) Product Flow control mechanisms
p) Setup by Step

3) Equipment Definition Basics

a) Model Values, Policies, and Resources used by both Work Stations and Equipment
The items listed in the table below can be specified at either the Work Station or the equipment level. They have been defined above
in the “Work Station Definition” section. If there is a Work Station that needs some characteristic only inherent in equipment, define a
piece of equipment for that Work Station and then can add the characteristic to the equipment.
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Values Policies Resources
Load/Unload time
Personnel Needed for Repair
Equipment Percent Up
MTBF/MTTR
Percent Wait Parts
MTWP
MTBA/MTTA

Wait for Load
Equipment Fail Rule
Equipment for Lot
Preventive Maintenance
Shutdown Schedule
Setup by Step
Equipment for Lot
Equipment Load Rule
Equipment Setup Rule
Lookahead/Lookbehind

Load/Unload Tools

b) Equipment Capacity
Pieces of equipment defined within a Work Station are available for use at process steps referencing that Work Station. Equipment is
defined by its capacity; either as the number of parts per hour (PPH) that it can process, or by its load size and process time.
If PPH is defined, the processing time for the lot will be calculated from this value and the number of parts in the lot. Thus, a process time
need not be entered at the process step definition for this type of equipment. Equipment capacity in PPH can be optionally entered by
product for each unit of equipment for cases where the process time varies by product. PPH may also be entered by Process Step.

Load size is defined as the number of lots or the number of parts that can be processed together on the equipment. The process step
referencing the Work Station must be entered with the time required to process one load. If a load size greater than one lot is entered, the
Load Rule is used to determine how loads are batched. If a load size in parts is less than the number of parts in one lot (but greater than
one part), partial lot processing will be modeled.
If a load size of one part is entered, single part processing will be modeled by calculating the time necessary to process the entire lot.

c) Equipment status
This feature allows the user to set the status for a piece of equipment to the down state or up state and define how long it is to remain in
that state. At the end of this period, modeling of random failures and repairs may go into effect.

Initial status can be optionally specified as up and running, in PM, or down due to failure. The duration of the status can be specified.
The timing of the first failure (equipment goes to down) can be specified. In addition, equipment can be taken offline at a specified
time for a specified duration. If offline, the equipment will be counted as non-productive time, not down time.
If the initial status for a piece of equipment is down with a duration greater than three (3) days, the equipment is assumed to be off-line
(not failed) and statistics for this equipment will not be counted until it comes up again (on-line).

d) Equipment Parameters
This is an optional Work Station definition that applies, at most, six parameter labels to Equipment within Work Stations. These
parameters are used in conjunction with the Alternate Processing definitions applied against processes. If parameters are defined for a
piece of equipment, any lot which is processed by that piece of equipment will be "marked" with any and all parameters listed in this
definition. In this way, definitions can be made in "Define Alternate Processing" to control the steps visited or skipped by a given lot
based upon whether that lot was processed by certain pieces of equipment. For more discussion, see “Product Flow and Path
Selection” discussion below.

e) Backup equipment
Equipment can be defined as backup equipment. Backup equipment is used only if all the other equipment in the Work Station is
down or the queue in front of the workstation exceeds a certain size. The backup equipment will normally reside in a different work
station.

f) Equipment Setup
As with Work Stations, two kinds of equipment setup (changeovers) can be modeled in ManSim Products:
 Type setup occurs whenever the product name or product type to be processed changes, and
 Spec setup occurs when equipment is changed over between steps with different spec codes.
An example of these two types of setup might be in a furniture factory that makes tables and chairs. At Work Station “Paint”, chairs
are being painted with red paint. If the next type of furniture to be processed at the paint step is a desk that is to be painted black, there
would be a type setup for the desk (reconfigure paint booth) and a spec setup for the preparing the equipment to spray black paint.

The time required to perform these setups can be defined against each specific piece of equipment. As options, Type setup can be defined
by product for each piece of equipment and Spec setup can be defined by the step to be performed.
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g) Equipment Preventive Maintenance
PM schedules can be defined for all equipment in a Work Station by defining PM intervals or maximum usage counts, durations and
start day for the Work Station. If maintenance personnel have been defined, a maintenance person must be available to perform the
scheduled PM. If a maintenance person is not available, the equipment is placed at the end of the maintenance queue, but it can continue
to process material until personnel become available.

Equipment Definition – Additional Capabilities
(For explanations, See Appendix B. Definition of Facility Operations – Additional Details)

a) Equipment costs
b) Consumable for Equipment
c) Operator as equipment

4) Process Definition - Basics

A number of features and values, which are available when defining processes, are likewise available when defining products using
these processes. These features and values are to be used in cases where part flow and processing are dependent upon Product Type as
well as the process. The term AAPP (which means “Also available for a specific product at a process”) is added to each definition
where this is true.

a) Process Step Definition
Step Number
Used to denote the sequence of the process steps

Work Station
The Work Station (set of equipment) to be used at the process step. If left blank, then the process time will define a delay.

Process Time
The time it takes to process a lot or a batch (group of lots from 1 to n) through the Work Station. If the time to process is
dependent on the equipment (which uses parts per hour), then this value can be left blank.

Yield
Part Yield at the step

Operation Code
This is a text Operation ID (defined by the model creator) used to group steps for reporting.

Description
Description of the step (defined by the model creator)

b) Rework (AAPP)
Rework %Lots
The percentage of lots reworked at a step (0-100%). The entire lot will be reworked unless % Parts/Lot has a nonzero value.

%Parts/Lot
The mean percentage of parts in the lot to be reworked. If entered, this value times the current lot part count will be used to
determine the mean rework part count. An exponential distribution will then be used to calculate a random value for the
actual number of parts to be reworked. The minimum number of parts to rework will be one.

Rework Destination
The step that the lot will be positioned at to do the rework (normally a prior step).
If no step value is specified, the lot will only redo the current Step.
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Maximum Reworks
A lot is scrapped if reworked more than the maximum times. The parameter is also used with Conditional Time logic
(below). It indicates how many times a lot may go thought the conditional time loop before being scrapped.

Conditional Time
Used to indicate a sequence of process steps controlled by conditional time. Lots controlled by conditional time must begin
processing at the end step within the conditional time value measured from the end of the start step. Lots will be dispatched
to the start step only when it is predicted that they can complete the sequence within the conditional time. If conditional time
is defined for a process step it will be used in place of that defined for the Work Station at the step.

c) Scrap %Lots (AAPP)
The percentage of lots completely scrapped at a step.

d) Splitting Lots within a process (AAPP)
- Split lots into smaller lots that rejoin at a later step.
- Send ahead small portion of lot, and hold remainder until send ahead completes a later step.
- Extract a small sample lot and let remainder of lot continue.
- Split lots and rejoin at the same step for parallel processing (maximize use of available equipment).
- Split the parent lot into smaller lots during processing and move to the next process (reduces cycle time).

e) Alternate Processing
Further flexibility is provided by Alternate Processing, which allows the execution of a process to be controlled by parameters
associated with each lot. Conditional branching may be implemented to add flexibility to part flow. These parameters can be defined
for product, equipment, or process steps. Lots can be selected for special processing required for particular machines. The impact of
potential process changes can be evaluated and long term engineering experiments can be modeled.

f) Step Data by Period (AAPP)
Yield, Rework, Scrap, Load Size, Parts per hour and Process Time can be varied over time using the periods defined for the
simulation. This allows the use of learning curves for new products and factory improvements.

Process Definition – Additional Capabilities
(For explanations, See Appendix B. Definition of Facility Operations – Additional Details)

a) Step Code (AAPP)
A Step Code can be defined for each step to provide the capabilities described below

Step Priority
Combining Equipment for a step.
Equipment hold steps
Rework only step
Product classification at a step (“Binning”)
Processing pilot lots
Priority Cutoff
Sample Size

b) Transport Time
c) Define Consumables for Process Step (AAPP)
d) Pull Cards
e) Subprocesses
f) Mean steps between Scrap
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5) Product Definition - Basics

a) Product Definition Values.
These 5 items must be defined for all products:

Product ID
Process ID
Priority Class (6 is default – automatically defined)
Lot Size (25 is default- automatically defined)
Due Date Factor (3 is default- automatically defined)
The due-date factor is a multiplier applied to the total theoretical processing time in order to calculate a target cycle time. This
can be used to generate a projected due date.

b) Starts can be defined several ways.
Constant
By Time Period
From Demands
From File

c) Material Requirements
Components needed to make a part (hierarchical bill of material) or derived from a parent part (bill of material explosion) can be
defined.

Material requirements for lot start
A product may require one or more components before it can begin the initial step in its process.

Material requirements for recipe step
A product may require one or more components at a particular step before it can be processed.

d) Product classification (Often defined as “binning”)
A step can be defined for the purpose of defining parts derived from a parent part The percentage of the parent’s lot part quantity is
defined for each derived part. The percentage must add up to 100%. The “binned” products can continue on the same process as the
parent or begin a new process. The number of derived parts can be one or more.

c) Hardware needed for processing
If required for processing to start, a unit of the defined hardware must be available (in addition to equipment and operator) in order to
begin the process step. This can be defined for specific products using a process or for all products using a process.

e) Step Data by Period
Yield, Rework, Scrap, Load Size, Parts per hour, process time for a product at individual process steps can be varied over time using
the periods defined for the simulation. This allows the use of learning curves for new products and factory improvements.

f) Product parameters
These parameters are used in conjunction with the Alternate Processing definitions. If parameters are defined for a product, any lot for
this product will automatically be "marked" with any and all parameters listed. In this way, definitions can be made in "Define
Alternate Processing" to control the steps visited or skipped by a given product lot.
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Product Definition – Additional Capabilities
(For explanations, See Appendix B. Definition of Facility Operations – Additional Details)

a) Product Definition Values.
These items may optionally be defined for all products

Die/Wafer
Start Rate
Lots per start
Revenue per part
Cost per part
Product Type
Max product WIP (lots)
Hot Lot %
Due Date Days
Revision Status
Product State
Safety Stock
Reservations
Minimum starts per week
Maximum starts per week
Planner
Division
Series name
Package Type
Lead Frame
Die Size

b) Product dependent step Spec code.
c) Step Priority
d) Use the same equipment for a product
e) Hardware hold steps
f) Rework only steps
g) Consumables for Product at a Process Step
h) Product substitutions
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Appendix B. Definition of Facility Operations – Additional Details

1) Area Definition – Additional detail

a) Personnel costs
The average hourly cost for operators in shift. These costs will be used when allocating operator costs to individual products.

b) Personnel Breaks
Three Daily Breaks and two weekly breaks can be defined for all personnel.

c) Operator skills by Shift using Spec Code
It is possible for the skill required to service a Work Station to be dependent on the step being performed in the process. For example,
to set up an implanter to implant boron may require a different set of skills than those required to set up the same equipment to implant
phosphorus. To handle this case, Spec code designations can also be input in the skill fields. These Spec code designations must
match those assigned to the corresponding process steps in a process. If a Spec code is listed as a skill for any shift, then that Spec
code is considered a skilled Spec for all shifts and requires an operator with that Spec skill. If a Spec is not listed as a skill for any
shift, then the Spec is considered an unskilled Spec and any available operator can perform the required task. Spec skills are not used
for maintenance personnel.

2) Work Station Definition – Additional Detail

a) Maintenance personnel needed for repair
The number of maintenance personnel needed to repair failed equipment. The default is 1. Values can be set at the Work Station level
or the equipment level.

b) Maximum Equipment per operator
The maximum number of machines one operator can operate at a time

c) Priority
The Work Station priority (0-99) (0:highest; 99:lowest; default: 50) sorts equipment waiting for operator and/or maintenance
personnel availability. Thus, the next available person is assigned to the highest priority equipment for loading or repair/PM.

d) Percent Wait Parts
The percent of fail events where the repair has to wait until a repair part is available. If the repair has to wait for a part, maintenance
personnel are not allocated until the part is available. Part availability is governed by MTWP (see below):

e) MTWP
Mean Time to Wait for Parts in hours. An Exponential Distribution will be used to determine the specific wait time for each event.

f) MTBA/MTTA
MTBA - Mean time between equipment assists (in minutes). Values can be set at the Work Station or at the equipment level.
MTTA - Mean equipment assist time in minutes. Values can be set at the Work Station or at the equipment level.
The equipment will stop processing during the assist.

g) Process Delay
A random delay time that is added to the defined processing time. Values can be set at the Work Station level or globally (facility
level).

h) Minimum Part Split
The minimum number of parts allowed in a sublot when lots are split.

i) Maximum splits
Used with Minimum Part Split (above) to limit the number of splits.
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j) Conditional Time
The maximum time in minutes that a lot is allowed to be in the queue of a Work Station before processing can begin. If this value is
exceeded, the lot must go back to the previous process step and be reprocessed.

k) Wait for Load
The length of time in minutes to wait for a full load if the 'Full Load Required" rule has been selected. After this time, a partial load
will be allowed at the Work Station’s equipment.

l) Equipment Fail Rule
Flag to indicate whether or not to allow equipment to fail while processing lots. If allowed to fail, the active lots will be put back into
the Work Station’s queue and be reprocessed when a piece of equipment is available. If not allowed to fail, the failure will be forced
to occur after the current processing is completed. This flag can also be set at the global level.

m) Equipment for Lot (ManSim Products Only)
Flag to indicate whether, once selected for processing a lot, the same piece of equipment within a Work Station should be used for that
lot at every subsequent step at which the Work Station is referenced in the process.

n) Subset Codes
A Work Station can be divided into subsets by assigning Subset Codes to one or more pieces of equipment in the Work Station.
Equipment in this category can then only be used at process steps with a matching one-character Subset Code, or at steps with no
code. Subsets are normally used to dedicate equipment to specific process steps. A specific piece of equipment can be defined to be in
up to 30 different subsets.

o) Product Flow control mechanisms
The Work Station has several policies for regulating work flow. These policies use sets of values for maximum workload, workload
weighting factor, factory lookahead rule and lookahead/lookbehind. The factory lookahead rules can be defined globally (facility-
wide) or for each individual Work Station. For further description of these Product Flow control mechanisms, see the section on
“Modeling Facility Operations - Product Flow and Path Selection” on Page 8.

p) Setup by Step
If a setup is initiated by a change in specification at a process step that has two spec codes, the setup time might be fixed. However, if
the time to setup varies because of the specification change, the “Setup by Step” can be utilized. An example would be having two
spec codes at two steps (using the same Work Station), say “Spec1” and “Spec2”. The time to setup equipment running with a
“Spec1” setup to a “Spec2” setup might be longer or shorter than the time to setup when going from “Spec2” to “Spec1”. If this is the
case, Setup by Step will allow you to specify this fact.

3) Equipment Definition – Additional Detail

a) Equipment costs
Costs for equipment operation can be by Time (Units processed per hour) or Usage (per Load). Values can be set at the Work Station
level or the equipment level. Used for reporting only.

b) Consumable for Equipment
The consumables used by equipment can be specified several ways: per hour when busy, per hour when idle, per hour when down,
and per load. Used for reporting only.

c) Operator as equipment
Equipment can be defined as an operator (personnel) that can be used in place of a piece of equipment. Thus, an operator is required
for the process step but no equipment.
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4) Process Definition – Additional Detail

a) Step Code

A Step Code can be defined for each step to provide the capabilities described below
Step Priority
Lots waiting in a queue to perform a high priority step will be selected ahead of lots waiting in that queue to perform a
normal step. Values from 0 to 99 indicate step priorities where 0 is highest priority and 99 is lowest. The default priority
value is 50. This can be defined for specific products using a process or for all products using a process. AAPP

Combining Equipment for a step.
Two pieces of equipment can be combined. One will be the primary equipment and the other will be the secondary
equipment. Lots will be queued at the primary Work Station and its model definitions will be used to determine processing
time for the step.

Equipment hold steps
Lots using equipment at a step will hold the equipment until it reuses it at a later step.

Rework only step
This step will only be executed by lots in rework. Lots not in rework will skip the step. This can be defined for specific
products using a process or for all products using a process. AAPP

Product classification at a step (“Binning”)
The classification occurs at the completion of the step if Product Classification has been defined for a parent product. One or
more child product lots will be created with part counts based on the classification percentage. The parent lot will be
deleted.

Processing pilot lots
Pilot lots are created by Split Type 2. The pilot lot will be sent ahead for processing. The parent lot will be held until the
pilot has been successfully processed.

Priority Cutoff
This is used with conditional time. Lots having a priority equal or higher than the cutoff (lower priority value)
will be dispatched at the start step without estimating a completion time but will still be required to meet the conditional time
at the end step.

Sample Size
By Parts - Sample size in parts to be used to calculate processing time for the step. If left blank, the number of parts in the lot
will be used for the calculation.
By Percent - Sample size in percent of parts in the lot.

b) Transport Time
The amount of time it takes to move between steps.

c) Define Consumables for Process Step
This is an optional process definition screen used to define consumable usage for the equipment at a Work Station for each of the steps
in a process recipe. It is used if the usage rate is different than the default rate defined in the Consumable option in Edit.

d) Pull Cards
Used with KanBan logic. The number of pull cards available within a pull loop.
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e) Subprocesses
A process may also be thought of as a Master Process built from a combination of Work Stations and other processes; that is
Subprocesses. Subprocesses make building and maintaining a process easier, since grouping repetitive steps as a Subprocess
eliminates the need to repeatedly duplicate those steps. These rules apply:
 Nesting of processes is allowed to only one level,
 A Subprocess cannot itself contain Subprocesses, and
 A Master Process cannot reference itself as a Subprocess
When using Subprocesses, it is important to remember that a change to a Subprocess will automatically affect all the Master Processes in
which it has been referenced.

f) Mean steps between Scrap
This value is used in an exponential distribution to model random lot scraps among the many lots being processed in the facility.

5) Product Definition – Additional Detail

a) Product Definition Values.
These items may optionally be defined for all products .

Die/Wafer
The number of die per wafer. This value will be used to convert the lot part count from “wafer” to “die” if part conversion
(See “Product Classification” in “Process Definition – Additional Detail, above) has been defined at a process step. A
“wafer” could be any type of product that is separated into many pieces, but retains the same product ID. An example might
be the creation of 48 individual postcards from one sheet containing 48 postcards in a printing facility.
Start Rate
Parts started per calendar week

Lots per start
Revenue per part
Cost per part

Product Type
Used to define families of product for type setup

Max product WIP (lots)
Maximum number of this product’s WIP allowed in the facility

Hot Lot %
Used to assign high priority to a subset of the lots started for a product.

Due Date Days
The estimated time that product will be in the facility.

Revision Status
Used to distinguish between current and old product revisions. When using the Starts from Demands option, old revision
products in WIP will be used to satisfy demands but no new starts will be generated for them.

Product State
Used to define a product as either Standard (the default) or Engineering; Engineering products will be simulated but will not
be included in the product reports.

Safety Stock
Safety stock level in parts for this product.
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Reservations
Number of reserved parts for this product.

Minimum starts per week
Minimum number of weekly starts for this product

Maximum starts per week
Maximum number of weekly starts for this product

Planner
Name of person entering data for the product

Division
Planner’s location/department

In addition, in the TestSim product set, one can define Series Name, Package Type, Lead Frame, and Die Size.

Package Type
A description used to associate products by package. Used in lookbehind and lookahead rules.

Lead Frame, Series Name, Die Size
These three descriptions are another way of associating a product. Used in product matching/changeover for equipment.

b) Product dependent step Spec code.
This feature can be used to control which products may be batched together if a multiple product load rule is being used.

c) Step Priority
Lots waiting in a queue to perform a high priority step will be selected ahead of lots waiting in that queue to perform a normal step.
Values from 0 to 99 indicate step priorities where 0 is high priority and 99 is low. The default priority value is 50. This can be defined
for specific products using a process or for all products using a process. AAPP

d) Use the same equipment for a product
Once a piece of equipment has been used by a product from the Work Station referenced at a given step it will be used for all
processing of that product at subsequent steps referencing the Work Station. AAPP

e) Hardware hold steps
A lot using hardware at a given step will hold the hardware until it references it at a following step. This can be defined for specific
products using a process or for all products using a process. AAPP

f) Rework only steps
This step will only be executed by lots in rework. Lots not in rework will skip the step. This can be defined for specific products using
a process or for all products using a process. AAPP

g) Consumables for Product at a Process Step
This is an optional process definition screen used to define consumable usage for the equipment at a Work Station for a product in
each of the steps in a process recipe. It is used if the usage rate is different than the default rate defined in the Consumable option in
Edit. AAPP

h) Product substitutions
Products can be substituted for each other. Substitution preference can be defined. These substitution products will be used when
calculating shortages or to satisfy demand. Subsequent entries in the preference list will be used only if there is not enough of the first
entry to satisfy the requirements of the lot.
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Appendix C. – Alternate Processing

Alternate Processing is used to control the flow of lots through a given process based upon certain properties a lot may or
may not have. These properties are called "parameters". Lots can acquire parameters in several different ways.

Product Parameters Each product in a model may have an unlimited number of parameters defined. Every lot of a
given product will inherit any and all parameters defined for that product.

Equipment Parameters Each piece of equipment in a model may have up to 6 parameters defined. If a lot is processed by a
piece of equipment, it inherits any and all parameters defined for that equipment.

Step Parameters Each step of a process in a model may have any number of parameters defined. If a lot performs a
step in a process, it inherits any and all parameters defined for that step.

Using these parameters a lot can either skip or do a step and inherit or delete parameters for future steps. A certain
percentage of product can be selected under the “do” option.

The following is an example of how to define alternate processing for a process and
the impact the definitions have on the flow of lots through the process:

Step Station Description Do % Skip % Add/
Delete

Step Parameter

1 ******* Sub-Process1 retail A sub1-1
3 ******* Sub-Process2 Sub1-1 A sub2-2
8 Ws_c layer implant fast
8 Ws_c layer implant test
9 Ws_a implant inspect 25 A Xyz1
9 Ws_a implant inspect A Abc2

10 Ws_d etch junk
11 Ws_e phos implant Xyz1 50 D Xyz1

- Execute Sub-Process1 (steps 1 & 2 of the master process) only for lots marked
with the parameter "retail", and add the step parameter "sub1-1" to any lots
executing this sub-process.

- Only do Sub-Process2 (steps 3-7 of the master process) if the given lot did not
execute the first sub-process. In other words, skip all lots with the parameter
"sub1-1" which is acquired by executing Sub-Process1.

- Execute step 8 only for lots marked with "fast" or "test".

- Execute step 9 for 25% of all lots and, to these lots, add the step parameters
"xyz1" and "abc2".

- Execute step 10 for all lots except those which have the parameter "junk".

- Execute step 11 only for 50% of lots marked with parameter "xyz1", and for each lot
which passes through this step, whether executed or not, delete from it the parameter "xyz1".
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Appendix D. Why Modeling?

Discrete Event Manufacturing Computer Simulation is a methodology or tool which allows the analysis of complex, dynamic and
stochastic manufacturing systems. This is accomplished by complementing static data and mathematical relationships with an event-
driven tool which incorporates the time domain and uncertainty (randomness). The incorporation of time is what makes the model
dynamic. The incorporation of uncertainty allows simulation to more closely reflect the variability which exists in the real world.
Hence, simulation more accurately predicts the behavior of real world manufacturing systems than static analyses such as spreadsheet
models.

Theoretical Cycle Time vs. Simulated Cycle Time

Theoretical Cycle Time refers to the summation of process cycle time-related static data inputs which help to define a simulation
model. Theoretical Cycle Time is the minimum amount of time in which a lot of wafers could possibly progress through the process flow,
given that there are no inefficiencies or unplanned delays. As a simulation model runs, the time domain and stochastic elements
transform theoretical process cycle time data inputs into simulated process cycle times.

These simulation-generated cycle times reflect dynamic and stochastic influences due to queuing, rework, equipment downtime,
process cycle time variability, personnel availability, and other sources of inefficiency which may be included in a model. The
figure below illustrates a comparison between theoretical and simulated process cycle times.
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Inspect
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Process Steps

Step Description

Operation Code

UPH (units per hour)

Batch Process Time

Product Starts 2,000 Wafers per week

Lot Size 25 Wafers per lot

Cumulative Yield 100%

Equipment 1 per Step

15 m 1 hr 20 m 30 m 2 hr 1 hr 20 m

15 m 13 m 1 hr 20 m 30 m 23 m 2 hr 30 m 1 hr 20 m

Theoretical Cycle Time

Simulation Cycle Time

= 5.4 hours

= 6.5 hours

Example of Theoretical Cycle Time Transformation

The top of the diagram shows our example model’s process flow, UPH and batch cycle times and assumptions regarding product
start rate, lot size, cumulative yield and equipment quantity. When the UPH values are adjusted for the lot size and added to the batch
cycle times, the theoretical cycle time of 5.4 hours is derived. This is the cycle time upon which static spreadsheet models would
base their results.

While it is common practice in static modeling to assume a percentage of downtime for equipment unavailability, this does not
account for the effects of queuing and other inefficiencies which reduce capacity and increase cycle time. This is one of the many
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sources of error in spreadsheet modeling which results in overstated capacity and understated cycle time. The use of simulation
eliminates this source of error.

After running the simulation model, we see that the time and uncertainty elements induced by the simulation engine transform the
theoretical cycle time of 5.4 hours into a simulated cycle time of 6.5 hours. This increase results from the fact that there is not
enough Bake and Develop capacity to support the product start rate attempted. Simulation results will show an equipment utilization
of 99% for the Bake equipment. This lack of capacity resulted in the growth of WIP in front of the equipment. These queues added
a 13 minute delay for operation 20, 23 minutes for operation 50, and 30 minutes for operation 60.

The increase in cycle time represents a 20% increase in cumulative cycle time, with just seven process steps modeled. It is typical in
manufacturing to see theoretical cycle times of, perhaps, 125+ hours, and simulated or actual cycle times in excess of 600 hours.

Summary

Theoretical Cycle Time is a static quantification of the minimum amount of time a product can take in order to flow through a
manufacturing system. The theoretical cycle time is well known to many process engineers, since it can be derived from the data inputs
used to define a simulation model. Simulation models more accurately predict the behavior of real world manufacturing systems by
subjecting such static data inputs to the effects of stochastic variability and the time domain.

Theoretical Cycle Times are typically confirmed as the first step of any model validation effort. This is because validation of theoretical
cycle time confirms that the equipment set, process routing and product or process relationships are all correctly modeled in the
simulator.

An accurate theoretical cycle time is the best early detector of a valid or invalid simulation model. Model validation difficulty is
proportional to the amount of stochastic variability which has been added to a model. Before adding factors of variability to a
simulation model, the theoretical cycle time of a product should be confirmed.
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Appendix E. User Access and Batch

Methods exist today to both customize the use of ManSim simulation products and to customize the products themselves.

Batch methods allow operation of the simulation models without a screen interface. So, a run of any of the products can be initialized
by:

• A person at a text-only terminal

• On a scheduled basis
• From a Windows script file. This file could be triggered on a scheduled basis or on demand by local or remote systems. This would

include the MES system, requesting a new dispatch list or schedule.

User Access is a ManSim option that allows a programmer to modify the behavior of a simulation. This can be used to:

• Generate a special report. Such a report could be networked directly to the MES system for display.

• Implement a custom dispatch rule for one or more Work Stations. This would be done in ManSim to examine the effect of the rule,
and could be done in OnTime and Planner to put the rule in practice.

• Update information in a model. You could change the status of a lot or lots to being on hold or released.

• Over 35 event functions are available to the programmer to work on tasks like these.


